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Plate 17 works like a sort of prologue to the “bA's long night's
journey into day” which I have already treated in my previous
commentary of Plate 18. It is composed by three chapters that take
form along the lines of a dramatic progression in accord with the
specific sense of three ritual moments:
(1) The activation of the bA in view of his union with Ani's mummy;
(2) The individuation of the ritual objective;
(3) The coming forth from the tomb so as to board the boat of Ra.
A dramatic progression showing its visual correspondence in
the sequence of the three vignettes that accompany the spells (the
rubrics which appear at the end of each of them underscoring their
magic value): (i) the bA hovering over Ani's mummy; (ii) the all
alone bA in thoughtful hesitation before the door; (iii) the bA floating
over what is plausibly Ani's Shadow (who has just crossed the
tomb's threshold), pointing him the way he should take.
It's a sort of pantomime, with gestures and movements the
meaning of which will become clear in the course of our analysis,
when specifically dealing with the vignette and the text of each
chapter.
So, let's start with the first one:

PLATE 17 -- CH 89
1
2
3

Spell for causing the bA to unite
with his corpse in the Realm of the Dead.
Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

[Ani addresses Anubis (?)]
O you who bring, you who run,
you inside his Hall, O great God,
may you have my bA come to me
from whatever place he may be in.
Should there be a delay in bringing to me
my bA from any place he may be in,
you would find the Eye of Horus
taking a stand against you,
like these ones: the Mighty!

13
13a
14
15
16
17
18

[Ani addresses the Souls of Heliopolis (?)]
He shall not sleep, not sleep,
Osiris Ani, truly, justified.
You who lay in Heliopolis, [souls of Heliopolis]
land of thousands of abodes,
He [Anubis] is the one who shall fetch for me my glorious bA so that I may triumph with him [the bA] from whatever place he may be in.

19
20
21
22
23

[Ani addresses the wardens of the skies]
Come to my bA, O skyguard! [wardens of the skies]
Should there be a delay
in your having my bA see my corpse,
you would find the Eye of Horus
standing against you, like these ones [the Mighty]!

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
31a
32

[Ani homages the crew of the Sun's boat]
O gods, who drag
the boat of the Lord of Millions,
you who bring the Sky to the Netherworld,
and (then) sail away from the Lower Heaven ;
you who let the bAs approach the mummies; [infra 39-40]
your arms full of [= holding] your tow-ropes,
(but) your fists (full of) your spears
when you chase away the enemy,
so that jubilates the divine boat,
and proceeds the Great God in peace...

33
33a
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

[The gods of the Sun's boat anticipate Ani's request]
Lo, we'll let emerge this bA of the justified Osiris Ani at the presence of the gods,
triumphing as we bring him to light [under our buttocks = birth]
from the sky's eastern horizon, in order to follow the course
to the place where he was yesterday - [circular course]
in peace, in peace to the West, that he may see his corpse
and be pleased upon his mummy. So that he shall not perish,
and not be destroyed in the body, for ever and ever!

42
43
44

Words to be spoken over the golden bA,
plated with precious stones,
given to a man whose breast is (that of) Osiris.

Now, leaving aside the formulaic incipit [1-3] and the
ritualistic directives [42-44], this spell may be divided into four
main sections: (i) an appeal to a non specified Great God [5] who is
in charge of the Netherworld aspect of the bA [4-18]; (ii) an appeal to
another unspecified guard of the sky [19], in charge of the bA's
celestial aspect [19-23]; (iii) a homage to the godly crew of the Boat
of the Sun [24-32], in charge of both the underworld and celestial
aspects; (iv) the reply of the crew of Ra's boat to Ani.
As a matter of fact the last two sections may be looked at as
one unit, but I'll explain later why I preferred to consider them
separately. From this perspective we might smilingly say that this is
an anticipation of the Hegelian thesis-antithesis- synthesis
promenade; restrained, though, by the Nietzschean eternal return,
in accord with a Greimasean isotopy!
Now, out of jokes, there is indeed a basic theme which
permeates the whole chapter: circularity, closely related with the
bA's specific quality of going in and out of the Duat, following the
course of the Sun's boat.
It goes without saying that I am one of those who consider the
bA as an immanent constituent part of a person. It is a built-in
software that resides in the body, but in a “dormient” state and
which must be put into execution the moment the person dies. That
is the only way to vivify the corpse, allowing the deceased to
continue to exist, although on a different level. The mummification
process is the preliminary ritual the aim of which is the release of
the bA. In this sense I think that the great god of line 5 may be an
allusion to Anubis, who is indeed “he who brings” (jnnw) [4] life to
the corpse; and, in his similarity with Wepwaet, the opener or the
way, he is “he who runs” [4]. A circumstantial evidence pointing to
Anubis is the epithet given to him (he who is inside his hall)

expressed in precise terms in the WB's entry:

The orthography of “jnnw” may be a little bit controversial:

It could be a passive participle, the final “w” pointing to a “nomen
patientis”. Considering the god determinative, that could hint at
Anubis who is “brought” as a present to the deceased in order to
prepare him for the Netherworld existence. But I think that the
“nomen agentis” has the semantic precedence: “he who brings” (the
bA). The problem is: where is the bA located? He is certainly
somewhere, but the only one who knows is the great god. Now, line
7 (repeated in 9 and 18) states that the bA may be anywhere. But the
idea of a roving bA is, to say the least, amusing. However, if seen in
accord with my hypothesis of a software-bA, the line does make
sense. It is the hacker (white hat) Anubis who, through his magic
passwords, can track the bAlgorithm [16] and launch it, so as to
prevent the deceased to remain in an inert state (and eventually
decay) [13].
Note that I consider “Ax” as an adjective, although since it
has an A52 determinative, it should be a noun: “Spirit”.

But I am inclined to interpret the determinative as a reinforcement
of the idea of “shining glory”, accompanying the bA. As for my
translation of lines 16-18 I am quite aware that they may be highly
questionable:

I don't know how acceptable may be my parahypotactic
solution, but that would allow to consider line 18 just like the two
previous ones [7 & 9]. Otherwise, if translated “in whatever place he
may be”, it would mean that Ani triumphs (mAa xrw =j) in whatever
place the bA goes. As if the bA would act in an independent manner.
But, in my opinion, that is not so. The bA is just an application in the
hands of the deceased. It's true that the bA knows the routes (built in
his program) however it is Ani who decides what the goal is. At any
rate, I agree, this is an extreme solution open to debate.
But let us continue. Lines 13-18 seem addressed to

I exclude that in this instance “sDrw” means “those who
sleep”. I am instead of the opinion that they are “those who lay in
Heliopolis”, namely the Souls of Heliopolis (said to assist in the
king's advent to heaven – H. Frankfort); the thousands of abodes

hinting at their multitude in the Heliopolitan necropolis. In a
certain sense they are the deceased who live in the solar state and
Ani is implicitly said to be one of them.
What is important to note is that they are characters of a
ritual scene. This spell has in fact a theatrical setting. The other
players, together with the already introduced Anubis and the Souls,
are the “wardens of the skies” [19] and the crew of the Sun's boat
[24]; these last, it is not to be excluded, may in fact be the “Mighty”
(wsrtjw) of line 12.

In my interpretation “mj nf(A)” is to be deictically read: “like
these ones”, who are then introduced as “the Mighty”; and since
“nfA”, in many contexts, has also an intimidating connotation, the
whole conveys an anxious sense of fear. Should the entrance of the
bA be delayed, they are ready to punish, together with the Eye of
Horus (seen here not as the benevolent Rescuer, but as the fierce
Avenger), both Anubis [10-11] and the sky's guard [19].
As for this one, the glyphs show plural strokes which are
indeed singular:

As it is they should be read “wardens of the skies”; but the
concomitant use of 2nd masculine pronoun “k” seems to exclude it.
Thus, once again, either it is a scribal redundance or an intended
stylistic choice. As for the skies that could allude to the various
regions of the heavenly vault, but the plural strokes of the warden
are definitely incomprehensible, unless we consider them a
metaphor for tris-megistos. And one must also note the seated god

determinative following “p.wt”: that is too quite unusual. It might
allude to the divine aspect of the sky. Or, in visual terms, we might
see the god engulfed by the six plural strokes

There is, though, another possibility.

The warden would thus be equated to the “birds that watch over the
sky”. The bird determinative substituted by that of the god's. Thus it
is a collective noun (jrjw-pwt), grammatically treated as a singular
(sky-guard : an anticipation of the “angelic ranks”), which could
then explain the 2nd pronoun “k”. At any rate, what is important is
the “avian” trait, as underlined by Simeone Levi's entry:

Avian trait shared by the bA. And that would be the
activation of the “celestial / diurnal aspect”, that - paired with the
“netherworld / nocturnal” one - would give the bA his organic
wholeness. Once operative the bA is detached from the corpse,
although in virtual connection with it, as shown in the vignette,
where he hovers upon the mummy, contemplating it [21] and
holding the protective circular “shen” amulet.
At this point there is a final appeal/homage to the divine
crew of the Boat of the Sun [24-32], the circular course of which

is, in a certain sense, the model for the bA's activity. The bA should
board it and become a solar passenger.
The text shows a couple of grammatical ambiguities. Let's
start with lines 24-25:

At first sight “sTAw” might be seen as a passive participle (who are
dragged), thus gods being passengers of the boat (m wjA). However,
considering the active aspect of lines 26-27, I am of the opinion that
it is an active participle. It's they who drag the boat with their ropes
[29] and defend it with their spears [30] against possible enemies
[31]. The “m” preposition would thus point to the gods working as
the crew “in” (m) the boat.

As for line 30 there is a curious annotation concerning the
written form of “Amm =tn”

Evidently Budge judged the “viper” a scribal error and substituted it
with a D40 determinative. He should have put, in my opinion, a
snake pierced through by a knife.
And now we come to the final lines [33-41] which need
some elucidations. Usually they are considered as a continuation of
Ani's appeal to the gods, praying them to let the bA emerge from the
eastern horizon and then to escort him towards the West (Duat) in
accord with the circular solar course. However that would need an
emendation of the written text (=tn instead of =n):

ditto with line 35:

In this instance the original “=nn” being a rare writing of the normal
“=n”, as specified by WB.
But as usual I always try to stick to the original renderings.
And the “=n” would perfectly fit the theatrical setting. It is the gods
who reply to Ani, as if anticipating his request. And the curious
“=nn” may be a winking allusion to the “dual” buttocks (xpd). It goes
without saying that the image of Ani emerging from the gods'
buttocks has not a fecal innuendo, but is a well known symbol of
birth (better: of rebirth) of the rites of passage. This reply by the
gods does then have quite a dramatic impact, in accord with the
ritual directions [42-44].

PLATE 17 -- CH 91

This very short spell does not seem to pose any particular
problem. Basically it is an appeal to a mighty god, so that he show
Ani's bA the way to Heaven, the place where Ra and Hathor dwell.
1

Spell for not letting a man's bA be held captive

2

in the Realm of the Dead.

3

Words to be spoken by Osiris Ani:

[Indirect address to the God]
4

O Elevated One, adored (by mortals), whom the bAs show respect to,

4a

chief of the bAs:

5

the Ram, great of wisdom,

6

who infuses his terror on gods,

7

radiant on his great throne,

8

may he show the way of blessedness

9

to the bA of Osiris Ani.

[Direct address to the God]
10

I am equipped; I am a qualified Akh.

11

Show me the way to the place

12

where Ra and Hathor dwell.

13

As for he who knows this spell -

14

he shall evolve into a qualified Akh,

15

in the Realm of the Dead.

16

He shall not be held captive at any door

17

of the West, in going in and out of { Nun | Sky }

Nonetheless there are a few points to be put under scrutiny.
First of all there is a sort of incongruity between the title and the
chapter's content. The text does not show any evidence of hostility
(inferred, though, from the title) against the coming forth of Ani's bA
to Heaven. So I think that the hinted at opposition might be Ani's
inner fear (read: psychic resistance) of trespassing the threshold. In
visual terms it is exactly what is shown by the vignette: the hesitant
bA in front of the door. Hesitancy underscored by the fact that the
volatile bA is “paused” on the ground, as if the earthly component
have the upper hand over the “airy” one. This internal controversy
(and its positive conclusion) is made manifest by the juxtaposition
of two semantic blocks: the “indirect” address to the God [4-9] vs
the “direct” one [10-12].
In the first part the main theme is the tremor and awe
caused by the numinous presence. And Ani addresses the god using
the 3rd personal pronoun [8]. But the second block shows Ani's
resolute recovery. He asserts that he has all the qualities (apr=kw) to
become a blessed spirit (Ax), that is: to be a member of the celestial
court.

And this time he directly appeals to the god with an
imperative “jr n =j” [11]. As for the god he most probably is Atum, or
better, the bA of Atum in a ram's figure [5], the same shown in Plate
27, Chapter 85

Since the main character of this plate is the bA mytheme, this fits the
context. The way he is introduced deserves a little attention. Let us
give a look at the glyphs:

A literal transliteration would give: “j qA dwA =f tw wr bAw”,
with the dubious metathetical “ dwA =f tw ” emended, as in other
versions, into “ dwA=tw=f ” (whom they/people adore); “wr bAw”
would then be either “great of might” or/and “the Great one of the
Souls”. But I would not exclude a further polisemy reading the line
as it is, namely “j qA dwA =f twr bAw” (… who is adored and whom the
Souls show respect to). Thus a god adored not only by the mortals,
but by the other gods as well. Of course the graphic rendering of
“twr” (to respect) would be a little anomalous, since “w” (G43) is
never shown in the normal writing. But - if an intended pun - that
would be an innocent poetic license.
The last line [17] deserves a more attentive scrutiny:

No problems about “aq” and “prj”, but the remaining glyphs
show a “nw” with an ambiguous determinative, which could
plausibly be N1 (sky). Thus “nw” could be either “nwt” (→ sky), or
“nw/nwn/nnw” (→ abysmal waters).

So that the (intended?) not well defined writing might hint at the
coming in and out seen by a double mirroring perspective, celestial
or netherwordly.
PLATE 17 -- CH 92

In the two preceding chapters we have been witness to the
activation of the bA, who is now ready to come forth into the day.
But he cannot do anything until the deceased lets his Shadow
emerge. His Shadow, namely his own virtual avatar. As a matter of
fact the bA has no independent existence; he is only the guide of the

deceased and he would be destroyed should Ani be judged to
deserve the second death (mwtmwt).
The vignette shows on the left Ani inside the tomb, and on
the right what probably is Ani's Shadow looking at the direction
his bA, fluttering over him, is giving with his outstretched wing. Ani's
gesture on the left is quite interesting. It may represent hesitation,
cautioning; but also an invitation to proceed. All this having a
textual precise correspondence.
Now this spell is indeed complicated, with many apparent
grammatical errors, dubious orthography, obscurity of sense and a
confuse ritual setting not so easy to make clear. I have tried to put
together a possible structure, in accord with a more or less plausible
inner logic, but I am aware that my hypotheses are liable of severe
criticism. I'll try, though, to explain as best I can my linguistic
choices.
zzz
1
2
3
4

Spell for opening the tomb
for the bA , for the Shadow.
Coming forth into the day, having power in the legs.
Words to be spoken by Osiris Scribe Ani, justified:
[ Invitation to awakening]

5
6
7

Sanctuary, you are open; seal you have impressed the mark.
O you, who are laying down: open is the sanctuary
for the bA who is in it.
[Appeal/self-appeal to the awakened Ani]

7a
8
9

O eye of Horus,
rescue me, make firm
the ornaments (those that are) in the brow of Ra!
[Appeal to He-who-has-power-in-the-legs]

10
11
12
12a
13
14
15
16
17

Far-strider, quick-of-knees, [cfr 89,4]
show me the way!
Worthy [great] is my flesh, solid.
I am Horus who protects his father,
who brings the crown, his support.
Open the way of the bAs,
and my bA will see
the great god in the barque of Ra
on the day of the bAs.

[Ani's further appeal to his inner energies ]
18
19
20
21
22

My bA is at the presence
of those who allot the years.
Come, rescue for me my bA, O eye of Horus!
Make firm my adornments
(those that are) in the brow of Ra.
[Appeal to the Osirian inner and outer forces]

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
34a
35

O you, “Twilight-in-their-faces”,
you who are in Osiris's limbs,
you shall not hold captive my bA,
you shall not restrain my Shadow!
Open the way to my bA, to my Shadow,
so that he [= bA] may see the great god in the shrine [= Ra]
on the day of the reckoning of bAs;
that he may utter aloud the speech of Osiris
to those whose abodes are mysterious, [= divine Council]
who guard Osiris's limbs,
who keep under control the bAs and the Akhs,
who mark with the seal the twice-dead,
who could do evil against me
so that they do not evil against me.

[Foremost of the guardians of Osiris's limbs : →42]
36
37

“Hasten! The way to me
(is the way) to your divine heart (which goes) with you
[= your divine inner self ]” .
[Ani (to himself)]

38

"My bA and my Akh are equipped."
[Foremost : → 42]

38a

"They will lead you!"
[Ani before the divine Council]

39
40
40a
41
42
42a

I am seated in front of the great thrones
and the Foremost of the Seats.
“You shall not be held captive”,
so say the Guardians of Osiris's limbs
and the Guardian of the bAs,
he who puts the seal on the shadow of the twice-dead.

43

“Have you been taken hold by the sky?”

44
45
46

As for him who knows this spell
he shall go forth in the day,
his bA shall not be held captive.

zzz
Lines 5-7 may be said to describe what in computer terms is
called “handshaking”, that is a process of negotiation between two
participants so as to establish shared protocols of communication.
Ani and his bA must be interfaced. But the handshaking is somewhat
disturbed.

Differently from many other translators who read “wnt” as
“door”, I am more inclined to read it as “sanctuary, shrine” because
of the O1 determinative (house).

But the real problem of the first line is the verbal form of “wn” (to
open) and “xtm” (to seal). They look like statives. Unfortunately the
“tj” of “xtm” cannot be a 3rd feminine, since the word is masculine.
Thus it must be a 2nd person which can be both masculine and
feminine. Now the question is: do the two statives form a balanced
sentence , or is the first one a 3rd feminine (the sanctuary is open)? I
am for the first hypothesis, since I think that the sanctuary and the
seal are referred to Ani and the bA, that is to the two main characters
of the ritual. The tomb itself is a metaphor for Ani's corpse. As for
the seal, if we give an attentive look at the vignette we can see how
the “shen” amulet the bA holds in his claws is graphically very
similar to the “seal” glyph:

And the line [5] points indeed to a handshaking, reinforced
and made more clear by the two next lines; although in line 6 “wn=tj”
is now a 3rd feminine, since the character under scrutiny is the
“dormient” Any, informed that the sanctuary the bA dwelt in (Ani's
corpse) [7] has been opened; namely that the bA has been activated
and is ready to be his guide.
Once awakened (open) Ani has to gather his inner energies,
he must convince himself that he is strong enough to face the forces
that might hinder his coming forth [7a-9]. The protecting eye of
Horus [7a] is a valid metaphor; and Ra's diadem [9] alludes to his
solar constitution, or his solar hopes!
As a matter of fact even the next block [10-17] may be seen
as a psychological work Ani is doing on himself. Apparently he is
asking the help of a god [10] whose traits are those of a runner:

ample strides (pD nmtt) and agile knees (wn mAst). He might be the
exterior figure of the canine psychopomp, namely Wepwaet,
balancing the interior figure expressed by Anubis in the first
vignette. But I am inclined to see in it a metaphor of Ani's “power in
the legs” quality. Once again he is collecting his “marching
energies”, those that allow him to traverse the Netherworld so as to
watch and protect his father Osiris [12a-13] and meet Ra in his solar
boat, which will bring him to light: his coming forth into the day.
This is exactly what the title of the spells talks about.
There is in fact a subtle visual hint that might go by
unnoticed:

The determinative of the verb “wnj” (to hasten, to hurry) is
not the expected D54 (walking legs), but D55 (legs walking
backwards); thus it mirrors the D54 of the “pD nmtt” over it. But the
two walking legs that embrace “wnj” point to “aq-prj / prj-aq” (going
in and out), which is exactly what the bA must do.
Line 17 mentions a not better specified “day of the bAs”. It is
possible that it refer to the date or the moment of a specific ritual
practice. In my ignorance I am inclined to see in it the time when
the bA is judged by the divine Council that must establish whether
the deceased is qualified or he must suffer the second death, that is
annihilation. In other words “those who allot the years” of line 19
and “those who mark with the seal the twice-dead” of line 34. And
in fact in the following lines [18-22] Ani states clearly that he is in
front of the judges [19], thus preparing the ritual setting for the rest

of the spell. And once again he gathers all his strength, symbolized
by the eye of Horus [20].
vvv
Now, before proceeding to the next block, there is
something very important which we should observe: a very queer
graphic rendering of lines 15-17. Let us give a look at the vignette:

On the far left, exactly under the feet of Ani, there is an
incomprehensible “fy” which seems totally out of place within the
sentence: “jw bA =j [fy] mAA =f nTr aA ...”. Then, on the second column,
there are two puzzling “blank spaces”, embracing a central group
with two G20 (m/mj) embracing “jp(w) rnpwt”. Usual explanation:
scribal errors. But why not try to advance a different hypothesis?
We have already talked about Ani's hesitation in front of the
tomb's door. His gesture being both an encouragement to move and
an invitation to prudence. Now the alien “fy” under his feet could be
indeed a blended rendering of “rd.wy =fy” (his two feet). And the
evident erroneous writing could be the graphic rendering of the

stumbling of the anxious Ani. A stumbling which is paired by Ani's
stuttering , shown by the “blank spaces” which divide “mm” (among)
on the top and “mj” (come) on the bottom.

With a little imagination we may hear the stuttering “m-m-m-m”s,
which circumscribe the terrorizing “ipw-rnpwt” (those who allot the
years, namely the judges who decide the fate of the deceased).
While waiting for a sounder explanation I stick to this farfetched uneducated guess.
vvv
The judges Ani must face are divided into two groups, as
described in the next block [23-35]. The first one [23-26] is that of
the gods who dwell inside Osiris's body (his limbs). They represent
the Netherworld aspect of the god, in other terms the psychological
inner resistances that might hinder the bA and the Shadow to free
themselves from the grasp of death [25-26], preventing the vision of
the solar god [28]. To the second group belong the gods whose task
is that of giving the deceased the official acknowledgment of his
qualification [31-34]. But they are outside the body, they protect the
external form of it [32]. In their specific function of exercising
control over the bA and the Akh [33], (the Netherworld and the
celestial aspect) they decide the destiny of the deceased [34].
It's interesting to examine the epithets the two groups of
gods are given. The first one [23] “jxxw r Hrw =sn”, the second “StAwst”.

Now “jxxw” is “twilight, dusk”, the liminal space between darkness
and light. But the plural strokes and the god determinatives are
somewhat peculiar. It is evident that the term refers to divine beings
and in fact in lines 25-26 they are addressed using the 2nd plural
“=tn”. However “r Hrw =sn” is kind of obscure. In this specific case the
preposition “r” could be interpreted as “concerning about”, thus the
twilight that regards their faces: in other words their visages are
characterized by a veil of dusk, their facial traits are not easily
distinguishable and this gives them a fearful aura. That's why I
translated the term as “Twilight-in-their-faces”. And since the
twilight may be applied both to the period from night to daylight
and from daylight to night (from the Duat to the Day and from the
Day to the Duat) they may be called indeed the liminal inner guards.
As for the “StAw-st” who are appointed to give the final verdict I'd say
they are the gods who cannot be known (thus they are hidden) until
the deceased has successfully passed through the mysteries (StAw) of
the initiation rites. It is specifically these ones whose favor Ani
must win so that they be not hostile to him [34a-35].
And now we come to what seems to be the most ambiguous
and obscure passage of the whole spell.

It looks like a dialogue between Ani and someone else; but it
is not so easy to decide who is speaking to whom. The first word is
an evident imperative “jzy” (Hasten!), but the form is a plural, which
does not conform to the singular 2nd masculine “k”. So it could be
referred to the gods [23] whom Ani has asked to open the way for
his bA and his Shadow [27]. But that would hardly be attuned to
the rest of the line.
Now, I won't bother the patient reader with the intricacies
of my mental meanderings and I directly expose my reconstruction,
taking place inside a ritual setting.
I think this is an utterance spoken by the Foremost [42] of
those who guard Osiris's limbs [31 & 39]. Since Ani, as shown by the
vignette, is still hesitating in front of the door, he urges him to
hasten (jzy). (As a matter of fact the plural “jzy” could be addressed
as well to the previously mentioned gods [23] who should open the
way [27], commanding them to speed up.)
Thus, the rest of the sentence, although a little bit obscure,
might make sense. The god says that the way Ani must follow
towards him (the god : “wAt n =j” ) is in fact the way which will lead
Ani to meet his own inner Self, the way to his heart (jb =k) which
goes with him (Hna =k), namely a constituent part of him, his built-in
divine quality; similar to that of the gods whose abodes are
mysterious. In other words, passing the threshold, Ani will become
an adept of the divine mysteries. And that might also explain the
unusual graphic rendering of “jb =k” with an unexpected “seated god
determinative” (A40) and a plural sign. We might indeed read “jbw
=k”, namely “the totality of your divine senses”. Or we might
interpret A40 as “nTr”. Thus “n jb nTrw =k Hna =k” (towards the heart
[the core, the deepest abode] of the gods who go with you, who are
inherent in you, who constitute your divine structure).
To the god's summons Ani answers trying to convince
himself that he is fully equipped to pass the threshold [38]. The god
assuring him that his (Ani's) bA and Akh will be his guide [38a]. And
line 39 attests that the quantum leap has happened.

Once again this graphic rendering shows some hidden
subtleties. “m-xnt wrwt” is somewhat puzzling. Is Ani seated in front
of “great female goddesses (wrwt)” or Uraei? I doubt it. I am more
inclined to transliterate that as “m-xnt s.wt wr.wt” (before the Great
Thrones), considering the “house” determinative a substitute of “st”:

since that glyph is shown soon after. As regards the last part I read
it as “xntj-st” (the Foremost), due the the seated god determinative.

Considering the general unusual graphic renderings (in tune with
the mysterious aura) the plural strokes might hint at tris-megistos
(thrice greatest); or if, as previously hinted, the seated god stands
for “nTr” then we have “the Foremost of the Gods”; or, parsing “s.wt”
on their own, “the Foremost of the divine thrones”. In any case the
image of the most important of the judging numina.
At this point things get even more complicated. There is in
fact a mention of the gods already met in lines 32-34. But in that
case they were all plural;

on the contrary here we have a plural concerning the guardians of
Osiris's limbs (sAw.w at wsjr),

but singulars referred to the guardian of the bAs (sAw bA.w) and to
“he who puts the seal on the shadow of the twice-dead” (xtm Hr Swt
mwtmwt)

Thus: either we face a scribal oversight; or the singular is referred to
the Foremost of the gods. And I opt for this reading. Especially since
he is the one who, in his high position, can put the official seal to
Ani's promotion.
But the real problem concerns what at first sight seems to
be a particle: “jn”. In this case Ani shall not be held back “by” the
gods and their chief. The fact is that this event is told Any by
someone:

Whose voice is it? Ani's own inner voice? That of a priest who
performs the ritual? To me they would seem out of tune. Thus I
have come to the conclusion that there are two speakers: first the
guardian gods, then their Foremost. However, to give credit to this
hypothesis, we should read “jn” not as a particle but as a parenthetic
form of the verb “to say” (Gardiner § 436). So first the guardians,
then the Foremost god say that Ani “shall not be held captive”.

And now we come to the concluding line [43], which is itself
a little bit ambiguous and somewhat puzzling.

“jn jw” clearly indicates that it is a question. As for “nDr =k”
that might be the “passive sDm=f” of the verb “nDrj” (to pack, to
grasp, hold fast), so that nDr =k would become an interrogative
“Have you been grasped / packed / held fast ?”.
Now, once again, we must decide whether “jn” be a particle
or a parenthetical “to say”. In the first case it is the sky who speaks,
as if trying to verify Ani's condition. “nDrj” would then be assigned
the meaning of “to pack”. Thus: “Have you been packed?, says the
sky”. With multiple meanings. The first one could be that the sky
(the celestial gods, or even Nut) asks whether Ani is still held back
by the Duat so that he cannot come forth to light. But I discard it.
That's definitely out of context, since Ani is in a victorious mood. So
it may be the image of Ani, who, Osiris like, has been assembled into
a mummiform shape and the sky asks whether he has successfully
passed through the ceremonial rites. This allusion to the ritual of
mummification may also explain the puzzling strange glyph
between “r” and “a”.

Was it a flaw? An added “r” (very very dubious) so as to geminate
the passive into “nDrr =k”? Or was it hinting at “nDr”

that is at the making of the wooden sarcophagus? In other words:
“Is your mummy safe inside your wooden case?” But probably that's
going too far. Thus I wouldn't exclude that the strange sign may be a
somewhat swift and inaccurate rendering of one of the possible
determinatives of the verb “nDrj”:

However I am more prone to consider “jn” as a particle,
getting thus: “Have you been taken hold by the sky?” Which would
hint at Ani being pulled out from the vaginal Duat into the light of
the sky by the hands of some godly midwife:

Metaphorically pointing to the passage from the Netherworld aspect
to the celestial one. That would also be in consonance with - and a
sort of introduction to - the first vignette of Plate 18 (already treated
in one of my previous essays: The bA's “Long Night's Journey into
Day” ):

XXX

